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IRS Issues Rules on Portability
Temporary Regulations on Using a Deceased Spouse's Exemption
Beginning retroactively in 2011 surviving spouses are able to
use their deceased spouse's unused estate tax exclusion on
their own estate. The estate tax exemption is set for 2012 at
$5.12 million, but is scheduled to be reduced to $1 million on
1/1/2013. For portability to work, the estate of the deceased spouse must elect to allow the
surviving spouse to use the unused portion of the lifetime exclusion.
The election works as follows:
John died in 2012 with a gross estate of $3 million. Since the estate tax exemption in 2012 is
$5.12 million, $2.12 million has not been used.
His surviving spouse, Mary, can elect to keep the exemption portion that has not been used. She
can then use both her own exclusion and the unused portion of John's exclusion on her own
estate upon her death.
In order to benefit from the portability the executor of John's estate will have to file a tax return
(form 706) and make the election within 9 months of the date of John's death. The IRS has
provided some flexibility for returns that are filed solely to make the election. For instance, the
executor is allowed to make a good faith estimation of the estate value, rather than providing
appraisals.
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